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Abstract

In this paper decomposition algorithms for block-angular linear proqramming

problems will be presented. They can be economically interpreted as two-level

planning procedures in a divisionalized company.
The development of decomposition-based planning procedures is a first approach

to the analysis of multilevel decisions. Related topics are decentralization,
delegation and coordination.
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1. Introduction

Mathematical programming is a well-known and often used technique in
operational research. Besides the development of appropriate algorithms, the
model-building and interpretation aspects are very important (Williams [15],
e.g. p. vii). For instance, mathematical problem formulations can serve as
models for several types of organizations (Obel [13, p. 22]). During the past
ten years, much attention has been devoted to the group of linear programming
problems with a decomposable structure, to be solved by decomposition algo-
rithms. Both problem and solution method can be discussed in a multilevel-
organization context. (Examples are [1], [4], [8, chapter 6), [9], [13].)

It is not the author's purpose to give an extensive treatment or a
broad overview of all kinds of models, nor to describe and interprete the
mathematical solution techniques for these problems. We merely want to illus-
trate this approach to organizatipnal design, by restricting the attention to
a class of linear programming problems that can be viewed as resource alloca-
tion models for divisionalized firms.

The contents of this paper is as follows.
In chapter 2 the class of problems to be studied is introduced. Chapter 3
consists of the mathematícal derivation of two basic decomposition methods and
a mixed version of the two. The economic interpretation of these algorithms is
described in chapter 4. We proceed with a discussion on decentralization,
leading to the notion of multi-level planning procedures (chapter 6). Our
decomposition-based procedures are evaluated in this broader perspective.

c
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2. T'~e problem

In this paper we will study linear programming problems of the form:

r4aximize clxl -i- ... } cnxn

s.t. Alxl f... f Anxn ~ a

Blxl ~ bl

Bnxn ~ bn
xl, ... xn ~ ~

Here a, bj, cj (j - 1,...,n) are constant vectors,

A., Bj (j - 1,...,n) are constant matrices,
J

xj (j - 1,...,n) are variable~vectors,

all of appropriate dimensions.
Economically speakinQ, (2.1) could be the model of an organization

where the problem is to find activities xl,...,xn such that some objective

function is maximized, subject to certain restrictions. The set of constraints
n

has a special structure. NeQlecting the common rows E A,x. ~ a, the problem
j-1 J ] -

decomposes into n independent problems: "Find xj such that cjxj is maximal,

subject to Bjxj ~ hj, xj ~ ~" ( j - 1, ...,n).

This observation motivates the following economic interpretation of (2.1).
Consider a company where a central unit has to distribute scarce resources
among n producing divisions. The central unit only knows the Qlobal con-

n
straints E A.x. ~ a, reflecting the common use of the scarce resources,

j-1 J J -
whereas every division j can choose an activity xj, subject to local con-
straints B,x. ~ b,, x. ~(1. Each division contributes to the company's profit

J J - ] J -
by an amount of cjxj while using up Ajxj of the common resources. The central

unit faces the problem of finding an allocation ( al,...,an), with
n
E a. - a, such that, if each division solves the problem

Jj-1

Maximize c x
J J

s.t. Ajxj ~ aj

B~xj ~ bj
x~ ~ ~
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with optimal solution x3, then ( xl,...,xn) is optimal for the original problem

Problem (2.1) may be very large. In the early sixties, solution tech-
niques have been developed by which the original problem is decomposed into a
number of subproblems of smaller size. This approach was necessitated by the
limited capacities of computers in that period. Nowadays, the computational
ímportance of these decomposition methods has decreased. On the other hand,
the algorithms appear to have a straightforward economic interpretation; they
resemble planning procedures in hierarchical organizations.
More specificly, the organizational analogue of decomposition algorithms
evolves along the following lines:
(1) The decomposition methods to be presented are two-level algorithms. Each
subproblem of the lower level has its own coefficients, which do not occur in
the other subproblems. We may cotppare this with a firm whose divisions pros-
sess technological knowledge and local information, not known or relevant to
other divisions and~or the central unit.
(2) During the iterations of the mathematical algorithms, parameters are
exchanged between the two levels. This can be interpreted as information
exchange between hierarchical levels for planning purposes.
(3) In decomposition algorithms, coordination is accomplished by prices ([7,
chapter 23]), direct allocations ([3], [14]) or a combination of the two ([13,
p. 87]). In real organizations transfer prices and budgets are often used as
coordinating instruments.
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3. Decomposition methods

In this chapter we give a complete derivation of two basic approaches

to solve problems of the form (2.1), namely applications of the Dantzig-Wolfe

method [7, chapter 23]) and of the Benders methods ([3]), respectively. A1-

though both methods to be described are deduced from more general solution

techniques, we will call them the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition method and the

Benders decomposition method. Furthermore, the two algorithms are dual to each

other. We conclude with a mixed approach which is combination of the Dantzig-

Wolfe and the Benders method.

3.1. The Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition method

3.1.1. Reformulation of original problem

The problem to be solved is the following block-angular linear pro-

gramming problem:

Maximize clxl f

s.t. Alxl f

Blxl

... ~- cnxn

-F Anxn ~ a

~ bl

Bnxn ~ bn
xl,...,xn ~ 0

It is assianed that this problem has a finite optimum. Consider the set Xj :-
{x , I B,x .~ b., x. ~ 0}. Any x, e X. may be expressed as

J J J- J J- J J

P(j) R(j)
xj - E ap xp ~- E

UJ xJp-1 r-1
(3.1.2)

Here { xp Ip - 1,...,P(j)} -: Vj is the finite set of extreme points of Xj, and

{ x~ Ir - 1,...,R(j)} -: Wj is the finite set of extreme rays of {xjlBjxj ~ C~
P( J)

xj ~ 0}. Furthermore, E~p - 1 for all j, and all ~P r
j j'uj ~ 0.

Now define: p-1 ~
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wp :- c xp, wr - c.xr, Lp :- A.xp, Lr :- A xr~ j~ j' ~~ ~ ~~ ~ j~

Problem (3.1.1) is then equivalent to:

n P( j) R( j)
Maximize E( E ~,,p ~p ~ E Wr pr)

j-1 p-1 ~ j r-1 ~ ~

n P( j) R( j)
s.t. E ( E Lp ap f E Lr ur) ~ a

j-1 p-1 ~ j r-1 ~ ~ -
(3.1.3)

apJ - 1, j - 1,...,n

all ~p, ,ui ~ (1

Note that (3.1.3) is a linear proQramminQ problem,
variables.

with the ~p and ui as

Columns associated to a's look like ((Lp)',(1,...,(1,1,0,...,(1)'.

Columns associated to U's look like ((L~)',~,...,0)'.

3.1.2. Solution strate~y

The alQorithm to be presented solves (3.1.3) rather than (3.1.1).
Problem (3.1.3), the full master problem (abbreviated FMP), has only a few
rows in comparison with the ori~inal formulation, but could have a large
number of columns. The whole set of columns is not specified in advance;
columns will be Qenerated when they are needed.
Siippose that at some sta~e in the solution process, one has ~enerated a subset
of all the columns of the problem. This subset corresponds to subsets p, of

J
extreme points and subsets Wj of extreme rays of the complete sets Vj and Wj
(j - 1,...,n), respectively.
Instead of (3.1.3), one has at hand the followinQ restricted master problem
(abbreviated RMP):
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n P(J) R(j) ~r r
;~aximize E( E wp ~~ f E w j U j)

j-1 p-1 r-1

n P(j) R(j)
s.t. E( E Lp ap -~ E

j-1 p-1 J J r-1

(3.1.4)

P(j)
E

p-1
apJ

1, j - 1,...,n

all ap, Up ~ 0

P( j)
Here P(j) ~ P(j), and E means that p runs throuQh the indices of the ele-

- p-1
ments of V.. Furthermore, R(j) ~ R(j) and we have a simular interpretation

R( j ) J -
for E .

r-1 ~
The solution of the current R?~ is also optimal to the FMP, if the relative

cost coefficient (abbreviated rec) of every non-basic column, i.e, every

column not specified in (3.1.4), is non-positive. Otherwise, the column with

the larQest positive rcc will be added to (3.1.4). Note that this strategy has

much resemblance with the ordinary simplex method for linear programs ([11,

section 1.21); the essential difference is that now we do not have a complete

specification of the non-basic columns.

3.1.3. Development of the algorithm

Suppose that the RMP has been optimized with a certain subset of

columns. Let ~r0 be the optimal dual multiplier associated with the inequality

constraint in (3.1.4), and let ~-(nl~ „~~~n) be the optimal dual multipliers

associated with the equality constraints in (3.1.4). The column associated to

be extreme point xp has a rcc:
J

rcci - wp - ~r~ Lp - nj - ( ci-~r~Ai)xp - nj .

The column associated to the extreme ray Xr has a rcc
J

~-r - r - ~r
rcc - w - n L -( c,-n A)x

j j ~ j J ~ j J~
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If for all j, every rccj ~ 0, then the solution to the RMP is also optimal to
the FMP. In order to check this optimality condition, we will solve the fol-
lowinQ infimal problem, for each j:

Maximize (cj-nOAj)xj

s.t. B jx~ ~ bj

x. ~ 0
J -

(3.1.5)

Denote the solution value by zj. (zj ~-~, because (3.1.1) is feasible.)

If zj - t~, then this value is approached along an extreme ray x~ . Now we add

the Acolumn ((L~)',0,...,0)' to (3.1.4) with objective function coefficient

cjx~ . After the new RMP is solved, the extreme ray x~ will obey the optimal-

ity condition. „
If zj ~~~, thenAthis finite optimum is attained at an extreme point x~~ and

z, -(c.-n A.)xP. In case z,-n, ~ 0 the column ((LP)',0,...0,1,0,...,0)'J J 0 J J J J ' J
should be added to (3.1.4), with associated objective function coefficient

c.xp. In case z, - n, ~ 0, the j-th infimal problem does not deliver a new
J J J ] -

column for (3.1.4).
If for each j, zi - nj ~ 0, then there do not exist columns, not

already specified in (3.1.4), that can improve the current optimal solutions
to (3.1.4). So this solution is also optimal to (3.1.3) and the al~orithm
stops. If, on the other hand, for some j columns are to be added to (3.1.4), a
new iteration is necessary with at least one but at most n new columns added
to (3.1.4).

Assuminr; no de~eneracies, an optimum will be reached in a finite
number of iterations, for the FMP (3.1.3) is an ordinary línear programminq
problem, with a finite number of columns.

Summarizin~;, the alQorithm proceeds as follows:
(a) Solution of restricted master problem
Solve (3.1.4) with the current subset of columns. Let n0 be the optimal dual
multiplier associated with the inequality constraint in (3.1.4), and let n-

-(~1,...,nn) be the optimal dual multipliers associated with the equality

~
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constraints in (3.1.4).
!b) Solution of infímal problems
For each i, solve the infimal problen (3.1.51. Let zj be the solution value

(j - 1,...,n).
If z i -~, deterT~ine an extreme rav x~ along which zj approaches ~- m ( j -

1,...,n). „

If z. ~~~, determine an extreme point xi where the maxunum is attained ( j -
J

1,...,nl.

lc~ ~ntimalit~~ test

If z-~, add ((Lr)',~,...,0)' and wr to (3.1.4) (j - 1,...,n).
j j „ i ,.

If z. ~~ and z. ~ r., add ((Lp)',~,...,C~,1,0,...,0) and wp to (3.1.4) (j -
1 J J J j

1,...,n).
If z. ~ w for all j, then terminate. Otherwise, return to (a).

~ - i

For comoleteness, we mention the assumption that upon initialization,
tl-:ere is available a set of columns of the RwP such that the problem has a
feasible solution. Then it is possible to o~ti.mize the R~SP and obtain a set of
dual multipliers (iteration l, part (a)).
Further considerations concernine this assumption, which is not reallv re-
strictive, can be found in (f~l, paQe ~6.

3.1.~. ~ntimal solution to the orieinal problem

After the ter;~ination of the aleorithm as described in 3.1.3, the
optimal values of the weiQhts (denoted bF ~~, ~,;) are known from the latest

solution of the R~iP. SubstitutinQ them in formula (3.1.2) vields
,~1'.~,~',,,~Xn~ whích are optimal to nrohlem (3.1.1).

:~nother wav to find an ontimal solution to (3.1.1) is:

P( il R( ~)

(1) for each j, compute a. :- ~~. xp 1p -~ E A, xr ur;) p-1 1 1 J ~1 J J J

0

(?1 for each j, solve the probleT::
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Maximize cjxj

s.t, Ajxj ~ aj
Bjxj ~ bj

xj ~ 0

and denote the optimal solution by xj.

Proposition: xl,x2,...,xn is optimal to (3.1.1).

Proof:

(3.1.6)

„ „ n „
xl~ „~~xn is feasible to (3.1.1), so E c.x. ~ wmax'

where wmax denotes the
J J -

optimal solution value to (3.1.1). J-1
P(j) R(j)

As x. :- E xp áp f E xr ur is feasible to (3.1.6) for each j, its ob-
J p-1 ~ J r-1 J J „

jective function value (i,e. c.x,) does not exceed c,x,,
J J J Jn n „

In particular, E c.x .~ E c.x .~ wmax'
j-1 J J- j-1 J J-

~n the other hand, from the definition of X, (j - 1,...,n), it follows that
Jn

E C,X. - Wj-1 J J max~ n n
Hence we conclude: E c.x. - w ,(End of proof.)J J max

j-1

3.2. The Benders decomposition method

3,2.1. Reformulation of ori~inal problem

The problem to be solved is the followin~ block-angular linear pro-

gramminQ problem:

Maximize clxl f~., t cnxn

s,t. Alxl t.,, t Anxn ~ a
Blxl ~ b- ,1

Bnxn ~ bn

xl,...,xn ~ 0

(3.2.1)

~ ~ ~
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It is assumed that this problem has a finite optimum. In order to apply a

partitionin~ procedure as developed by Benders (3~, the block-angular problem

ís rewritten:

Maxi-mize clxl -~ ... f cnxn

s.t. Alxl - al
Blxl

~ 0
~ bl

Anxn - an ~ 0
Bnxn ~ bn

al f f an - a
xl.,...,xn ~ 0

(3.2.2)

Problem (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) are equivalent in the sense that

(1) Problem (3.2.1) has a solution iff problem (3.2.2) has a solution,

(2) Problem (3.2.1) has unbounded solutions iff problem (3.2.2) has unbounded

solutions.
(3) If (xl,...,xn) is optimal for (3.2.1), then ( Xl~,,,,Xn, al,...,an) is

n
optimal for (3.2.2), where a~ is chosen so that aj ~ A~xj, E a. - a, If

Jj-1
(X1'.,~'Xn' a l'.,,~an) i s optimal for (3.2.2), then (X l~,,,~xn) is optimal

for (3.2.1).
RouQhly speakin~, the idea i s to solve (3.2.2) with fixed values of

n
the aj, say a., where E a. - a. By usin~ information from the dual version

~ j-1 ~
of (3.2.2), a hetter partition of vector a is computed, This process is re-

peated until it is not possible to improve the partition of a.

For a Qiven partition (al,...,an), problem (3.2.2) decomposes into n

separate problems. For each j, j- 1,...,n, we have:

Maximize c~xj

s,t. A x ~ a (3.2.3)
j 7 - J

B x ~ b
J j - j
x ~ 0 ~

J -
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or, introducing an extra scalar variable zj,

Maximize zj

s.t. zj - cjxj ~ 0
Ajxj ~ aj
Bjxj ~ bj

xj ~ 0

(3.2.4)

Instead of searching a combination (xj,aj,zj) that optimizes problem (3.2.4),
we proceed the other way round:
Given some ( aj,z~), is there a vector xj such that zj ~ cjxj, Ajxj ~ aj,
Bjxj ~ bj, xj ~ 0?
Below we derive necessary and sufficient conditions for aj and zj, that gua-
rantee the existence of this xj. The problem isnthen to choose aj and maximal
zj, subject to these conditions and such that E aj - a.

j-1
Now recall Farkas' lemma ( see e.g. [8, p. 57j):

"Fither there does exist some x~ 0 such that Dx ~ d, or there exists some u'
~ 0 such that u' D~ 0, u' d~ 0."

Take

-cj -zj
D - A~ , d - aj

Bj bJ I

The set {x. I-c.x. ~- z., A.x. ~ a., B.x. ~ b., x, ~ 0} is not empty iff
J J J- J J J- J J J- J J-
~ ~uj Ai f vj Bj ~ tjcj ~

u', a, f v! b. ~ t, z.
t, u! v! ~ 0 J J J J- J J
J' J' J -

Because tj e(R, this condition is equivalent to

u' A f v' B ~ c
j j j j j~ u' a. f v! b. ~ z.

u! ,v! ~ 0 J J J J- J
J J -

and

u' A, f v! B, ~ 0
j J J J- ~, u! a , f v', b, ~ 0

u! v! ~ 0 J J J J-
~

J J -

(3.2.5)

(3.2.6)

~ ~ t
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Let {(up, vp) I p- 1,...,P(j)} -: Vj be the finite set of extreme points of

{(u~, v~)I u~ Aj f Vj Bj ~ cj, (u~,v~) ~ 0}.

Let {(u~,v~) I r- 1,...,R(j)} -: Wj be the finite set of extreme rays of
{(uj, v~) , u~ Aj f v~ Bj ~ C, (u~, v~) ~ 0}.

Condition (3.2.5) and (3.2.6) can be written as

up aj ~- v~ bj ~ zj ~ P - 1,...,P(j) (3.2.7)

ur a,-t- vr b. ~ 0
J J J J -

r - 1,...,R(j) (3.2.8)

The inequalities (3.2.7) and (3.2.8) are exactly the earlier mentioned

necessary and sufficient conditions for aj and zj. Therefore problem (3.2.2)

can be replaced by the following equivalent linear programming problem:

Maximize zl f... f zn

s.t. z. ~ up a, - 4- vp b,,
J- J J J J

u~ aj f v~ bj ~ 0,

al -~ ... f an - a

3.2.2. Solution strategy

p - 1,...,P(j)~ j - 1,...,n

r - 1,....R(j)~ J - 1,.-.,n (3.2.9)

The algorithm to be presented solves (3.2.9) rather than (3.2.1).
Problem (3.2.9), the full master problem (abbreviated FMP), may have a large

number of restrictions, because the number of extreme points and extreme rays

could be enormous. On the other hand, only a small fraction of the constraints
will be binding at optimality. The algorithm generates constraints successive-
ly, only when they are needed.
Suppose that at some stage in the solution process one has generated a subset
of all the rows of the problem. This subset corresponds to subsets Vj of
extreme points and subsets W, of extreme rays of the complete sets Vj and Wj

J
(j - 1,...,n), respectively.
Instead of (3.2.9) one has at hand the following restricted master program

(abbreviated RMP):
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Maximize zl f... f zn

s.t. zj ~ u~ aj f v~ bj, p- 1,...,P(j); j- 1,...,n

u~ajtv~bj~0,r-1,...,R(j); j-1,...,n

al f... f an - a.

(3.2.10)

Here p(j) ~ p(j), and p-1,...,P(j) means that p runs through the indices of
the elements of pj.
Furthermore, R(j) ~ R(j), and, similarly, r runs through the indices of the
elements of W..J
An optimal solution to (3.2.10) will be globally optimal, if this solution
appears to obey the constraints not specified in (3.2.10) as well.

3.2.3. Development of the algorithm

Each iteration starts with the solution of a restricted version of
(3.2.9), so (3.2.10) with a certain subset of rows. Let (zl,...,zn,
al,...,an) denote the solution of the RMP. This solution is optimal for
(3.2.9) iff

zj ~ uj áj t v~ bj, p- 1,...,P(j); j- 1,...,n

u~ aj f v~ bj ~ 0 , r- 1,...,R(j); j- 1,...,n

(3.2.11)

(3.2.12)

Now we look for the most unsatisfied constraint of (3.2.11) or for some corr
straint of (3.2.12) which is unsatisfied. With respect to the most unsatisfied
constraint of (3.2.11), we may look if for some j

min u~ aj f vP bj ~ zj
1~p~P(j)

Such an index can be found if, for each j, the dual of (3.2.3) i s solved, i.e.
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Minimize u', a.-E- v', b
J J J j

s.t. u~ Aj f v~ Bj ~ cj

u~, v~ ~ 0

(3.2.13)

Denote the solution by zj. Assume that zj ~~, i.e. the feasible region of
(3.2.13) is not empty ( see note below). „ „
If zj --~, this value i s approached along an extreme ray (u~, v~). Now we add
to (3.2.10) the constraint

J~
case zj ~ zj, we add to (3.2.10) the constraint

zj~ujajfvpbj.

If zj ~ zj, for each j, the solution to the current version of (3.2.10) obeys

(3.2.11) and (3.2.12). So we have found an optimal solution to the FMP (3.2.9)
and the algorithm stops. If, on the other hand, constraints have been added, a
new íteration will be necessary with the augmented subset of constraints.

The algorithm converges in a finite number of iterations, as the FMP
has a finite number of constraints.

Note on solution of (3.2.13):

If z. -~, the feasible region of (3.2.13) is empty. (This would be noticed
J

in the first iteration, because the feasible region of (3.2.13) does not
change during the iterations). Now assume that the aj's are chosen from a
compact set (e.g. -M ~ a~ ~ M, where M is a vector with large components). The
infeasibility of a dual problem (3.2.13), combined with the fact that the FMP
is feasible, would imply that the FMP has an unbounded solution (see [11], p.
376, lemma 1). Nevertheless, we presumed the existence of a finite optimum to

(3.2.2). Under the above mentioned extra assumption concerning the choice of

u~ a j-E v~ bj ~ 0.

, this finite optimum is attained at an extreme point (up, vp). In

the aj's (which i s not really restrictive), i t is impossible that z -.y~ for
J

some j. ~
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Note on optimality test:

If zj ~ zj for some j, it even holds that zj - zj.

Proof:
Suppose zj ~ zj. Then we would have:

zj ~ zj - min up aj f vp bj ~ uj aj f v~ bj, p- 1,...,P(j),
1~p~P( j) -

so

zj ~ ui aj f vp bj, P- 1,...,P(j)

As zj is optimal for (3.2.10), there exist some p0 such that

zj-upOajf~jObj.

This contradicts (3.2.14). (End of proof.)

(3.2.14)

As a result, the optimality test for the al~orithm is:
"The optimal solution to (3.2.9) has been obtained if, for each j, z- z."j j

Summarizing, the algorithm proceeds as follows:
(a) Solutions of restricted master problem
Solve (3.2.10) with the current subset of constraints. Let (zl,...,zn,
al,...,an) be the optimal solution.

(b) Solution of infimal problems
For each j, solve the infimal problem (3.2.13). Let zj be the solution value

(j - 1,...,n). .. ,.

If zj --~, determine an extreme ray (u~, vj) along which zj approaches -~

(j - 1,...,n). ,. ..
If zj ~-~, determine an extreme point (u3~ ~p) where the minimum is attained

(j - 1,...,n).
(c) Optimality test
If z--„~ add the constraint

J
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u~aj~-v~bj~0

to (3.2.10) (j - 1,...,n).
If zj ~-~ and zj ~ zj, add the constraint

zj ~ u3 aj f vp bj

to f3.2.10) (j - 1,...,n).
If z. - z, for all j, then terminate. Otherwise, return to (a).

J J

Theoretically, convergence of the alr~orithm i s assured, even if there

are no initial rows for the RMD. Then, the first iteration actually starts

from (b), with arbitrary values for aj (j - 1,...,n).
Possibly, a few initial restrictions are knawn that follow from (e.g. physical

or economic) considerations regarding the real-world problem that is described

by the formulation (3.2.1).

3.2.4. Optimal solutíon to the original problem

Let al,...,an be the optimal values of the last solution of the RMP.

If, for each j, one solves the infimal problem:

Maximize cjxj

s.t. Ajxj ~ aj

Bjxj ~ bj

xj ~ 0

then the optimal solutions xj (j - 1,...,n) form an optimal solution to pro-

blem (3.2.1). Recalling the three statements below problem (3.2.2), it is a

trivial task to proof the global optimality of the xj.

3.3. Dual relationship

The Dantzig-Wolfe algorithm (abbreviated DW-algorithm) and the Benders

algorithm (abbreviated B-algorithm) are dual to each other.
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As a matter of fact we have the following proposition:

The dual version of the DW-formulation of the dual of problem (3.2.2) is

identical to the B-formulation of that problem.

Proof:

Before dualizing (3.2.2), we introduce the dual variables

u~, associated to constraint Ajxj - aj ~ 0,

v~ B x. ~ b,, and
j j~ ~

n
n~ E aj -a.

j-1

The dual of (3.2.2) is:

n
Minimize E vj bj f n' a

j-1

s.t. -u' f n' - 0 , j- 1,...,n
j

u~ Aj f v~ Bj ~ cj, j- 1,...,n
all uj, vj ~ 0 .

Denote the set of extreme points of {(u~, v~) ~u~ Aj f v~ Bj ~

(3.3.1)

cj; (u~,v~) ~ 0}

by {(u~,vp) ~ P- 1,...,P( j)}.

Denote the set of extreme rays of {(u~,v~) I uj Aj i- vj Bj ~ 0; (u3,v~) ~ 0} by

{(ui, v~) ~ r - 1,...,R(j)}.
According to the DW-method, we obtain:

n P( j) R( j)
Minimize E { E v~ bj ap f E v~ bj

s.t.

~-1 p-1 r-1

rl
UjJ f n' a

P(j) R(j)
- E up ap - E ur ur ~- n' - 0, j- 1,...,n (3.3.2)

p-1 j j r-1 ] J

P( j)
E

p-1
J~ p
j

- 1, j - 1, ...,n

all ~3, uj ~ 0
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Let al,...,an be the dual variables of the first n equality constraints, and

zl,...,zn the dual variables of the last n equality constraints.

The dual version of this DW-master program is:

Maximize zl f

s.t. zj - up aj ~ v~ bj, P- 1,...,P(j), j- 1,...,n
~r ~ruj aj ~ vj bj, r- 1,...,R(j); j- 1,...,n

n
E a. - a

j-1 ~

(3.3.3)

Problem (3.3.3) is exactly the B-master program of the original problem

(3.2.2). (End of proof.)

3.4. Mixed approach

In 3.1 and 3.2, we have described two basic approaches to decomposi-

tion, namely applications of the Dantzig-Wolfe and of the Benders method. It

is possible to combine the two thereby obtaining a mixed decomposiiton algo-

rithm. (After the termination of the algorithm, it is a trivial task to com-

bine the methods of sections 3.1.4 and 3.2.4, so that an optimal solution to

the original problem is found. We will not describe this matter in detail.)

In order to avoid notational complications, we will derive the algorithm for

the case of a block-angular linear programming problem with only two blocks,

Maximize clxl f c2x2

s.t. Alxl f A2x2 ~ a

Blxl f ~ bl

R2x2 ~ b2

xl, x2 ~ (1

(3.4.1)

r

Matrices and vectors with index 1 will be decomposed according to Dantzig-

Wolfe, and matrices and vectors with index 2 according to Benders.
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3.4.1. Reformulation of original problem

kX1~
does

Denote the extreme points of the set X1 :- {x1~Blx1 ~ bl, xl ~ 0} by

k- 1,...,K. For notational ease, i t is assumed that X1 i s bounded, so it
not have any extreme rays. Now (3.4.1) is equivalent to:

K
Maximize E clxi ~k } c2x2k-1

K
s.t. E Alxi ~k f A2x2 ~ a

k-1

K
E

k-1

B2x2 ~ b2

X2 i o
all ak ~ 0

Problem (3.4.2) can be reformulated as follows:

K
Maximize E clxi ak } z2k-1

K
E Alxi ~k

k-1

K
E

k-1

f a2 - a

A2x2 - a2 ~ 0

B2x2 ~ b2

z2- c2x2 ~ 0

x2 ~ 0
k

all a ~ 0

(3.4.2)

(3.4.3)
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With respect to x2 (3.4.3) has a feasible solution iff

u2 A2 f v2 B2 ~ t2c2
i ~

t2, u2, v2 ~ 0
u2 a2 f v2 b2 ~ z2

(This can be proved by usin~ Farkas' lemma [8, p. 57].)

Condition (3.4.4) is equivalent to:

~ fu2 A2 ~- v2 b2 - c2 } u2
a2 f

v2 b2 ~ z2
u2 , v2 ~ 0

and

u2 A2 f v2 B2 ~ 0
~

2 2 -
u2 a2 f v2 b2 ~ 0

(3.4.4)

(3.4.5)

(3.4.6)

Let {(u2, v2)~ p- 1,...,P} be the set of extreme points of {(u2, v2) I u2 A2 f

f v2 B2 ~ c2, (u2, v2) ~ 0}.

Let {(u2, v2)~ r- 1,...,R} be the set of extreme rays of {(u2, v2) lu2 A2 f

f v2 B2 ~ 0, (u2, v2) ~ 0}.

Condition (3.4.5) and (3.4.6) can be written as

u2 a2 f v2 b2 ~ z2, p- 1,...,P

u2 a2 f v2 b2 ~ 0, r- 1,...,R

For notational ease, we assume R- 0.

Now we can formulate the full master problem ( abbreviated FMP):

(3.4.7)

(3.4.8)
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K
Maximize E

cl xi ~k {- z2k-1

K
s.t. E A1 xi ~k

k-1

K
E

k-1

The dual of (FMP)is:

Minimize a' a

f a2 - a

z2 P P- u2 a2 ~ v2 b2, p- 1,...,P

all ~k ~ 0

P
f a~ f E Bp v2 b2p-1

s.t. a' A1 xi f a~

a'

k' ~ cl xl , k ~ 1,...,K

P
E Bp - 1

p-1

P
- E gp u2 - 0

p-1

all ~ ~ 0P -

3.4.2. Development of algorithm

(FMP)

(FMP-d)

A restricted version of FMP, the restricted master problem (RMP), is
solved:

~
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K
Maximize E cl xi ~k f z2

k-1

K
s.t. E Al xi ~k f a2 - a

k-1

K
E

k-1

z2 - u2 a2 ~ v2 b2, p- 1,...,P

ak ~ 0 , k - 1,...,K

K ~ K, P ~ P

with solution (~1,...,~ , z2, a2). The solution of the dual of (RMP),
K

Minimize a' a f a~ f E Rp ~2 b2
p-1

s.t. a' A1 xl ~- a0

a'

~ c xk , k - 1,...,K1 1

P
E s - 1

Pp-1

P
- E Sp u2 - ~

p-1

Sp ~ 0 , p - 1,...,P

(RMP)

(RMP-d)

is denoted by (a', a~, R1,...,6-).
P

If we extend the solution to RMP by setting ak - 0 for every column k which

was not specified in RMP, we obtain a vector which does not violate the equal-

ity constraints of FMP.
If we extend the solution to RMP-d by settin~ Sp - 0, for every raw p which

was not specified in RMP, we obtain a vector which does not violate the equal-

ity constraints of FMP-d.

Alto~ether, we have constructed a primal-dual pair of solutions which are

"partially feasible" to FMP, and whose objective function values are equal to
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each other. If this primal-dual pair also satisfies the inequality constraints
in FMP as well as FMP-d, respectively, an optimum of FMP has been found.
Therefore, we must check whether

clxi - oc'Alxi - a0 ~ 0, k- 1,...,K

equivalent to

max{(cl-a' A1)x1~Blx1 ~ bl, xl ~ 0} ~ a0,

and

z2 ~ u2 a2 f v2 b2, p- 1, ... ,P

equivalent to

z2 - min{u2 a2 f v2 b2 lu2 A2 f v2 B2 ~ c2; u2, v2 ~ 0} .

(3.4.9)

(3.4,10)

Condition (3.4.9), the well-known Dantzig-Wolfe criterion, together with
condition (3.4.10), the well-known Benders criterion, are necessary and suffi-
cient for optimality.

If (3.4,9) is not fulfilled, a column should be added to RMP; if
(3.4.10) is not fulfilled, a row should be added to RMP. In both cases, (RMP)
has to be resolved with augmented set of columns and~or rows. As soon as
(3.4.9) and (3.4.10) are fulfilled, optimality has been achieved and the
algorithm terminates.

Summarizing, the mixed decomposition algorithm proceeds as follows
(recall that X1 is bounded and R- 0):
(a) Solution of restricted master problem
Solve the RMP with the current subset of columns and rows, Denote the primal

optimal solution by (~1,,,,,á , z2, a2) and the optimal dual solution by
K-~

(a , a0, Bl,...,s ).
P

(b) Solution of infimal problems
- Solve the infimal problem
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Maximize (cl-a' A1)xl

s.t.

xl ~ 0

Denote the solution value by zl, and let xi be an extreme point where the

maximum is attained.
- Solve the infimal problem

Minimize u2 a2 f v2 b2

s.t. u2 A2 -~ v2 B2 ~ c2

u2, v2 ~ 0

Denote the solution value by z2,~and let (u2, v2) be an extreme point where

the minimum is attained.

(b) Optimality test ..

If zl ~ a~, add the column corresponding to xi to (RMP).

If z2 ~ z2, add the constraint corresponding to (u2, v2) to (RMP).

If zl ~ a~ and z2 - z2, then terminate. Otherwise, return to (a).
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4. Economic interpretation

The decomposition algorithms derived in the previous chapter can be
interpreted in the economic context of chapter 2.
Recall problem ( 2.1). The blocks Bjxj ~ bj are identified with the divisions

n
of the company, and the common rows E Ajxj ~ a with certain global restric-

j-1 -
tions following from the common use of scarce resources.

4.1. Dantzit~-Wolfe

4.1.1. The DantziQ-Wolfe algorithm seen as a planning procedure

In each iteration of the Dantzig-Wolfde algorithm:
(a) the restricted master problem is solved;
(b) a set of infimal problems is solved;
(c) the optimality test is performed.

With respect to step (a), we note that the solution of (1.4) rather
than (1.3) by the central unit, expresses the fact that only a convex subset
of each divisional feasible reQion is known to the central unit. The solution
based on (1.4) is, therefore, always feasible, but possibly sub-optimal re-
sulting from the use of partial information on production possibilities.
Apart from the optimal primal variables áp, ur, the optimal dual multipliers

] J
n~'~1' „~~~n are computed as well. The multiplier .~0~ which is the shadow

price of the common resource a, is sent to the divisions.
In step (b), the division solve the infimal problems (1.5). The term

-~r~ Ai in the j-th division's objective function expresses a penalty cost for
using common resources.
If a division finds an unbounded solution ( i.e. z. -~), it should report an

J
extreme ray along which their solution tends to -~-~; if a division finds a
finite optimum, so z, ~ f~, it is asked to report an extreme point where the

J
maximum is attained. Both types of information, extreme rays and extreme
points, respectively, may be viewed as plan proposals from the division, given
the current prices .~O A for common resources: the information involves pro-

]
duction possibilities that are realizable, from the division point of view. So
the response on price information by the central unit is quantity information
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by the divisions:

prices

Central Unit

1 f quantities

Division j

The interpretation of the optimality test is as follows. Columns in

the master problem based on extreme points will be called p-columns whereas r-

columns are related to the extreme rays. For basic p-columns, it holds that

(cj-~rU Aj) xP - nj. Interpreting no Aj as the cost for using common resourc-

es, nj can be viewed as the net profit contribution of basic p-columns.

For basic r-columns, we have (cj-~rU Aj) xj - 0: their net profit contibution

is equal to zero. The optimality test checks for every division
- whether there exists a candidate r-column that may offer a net profit con-

tribution larger than the contribution of the optimally weighted, previously

proposed r-columns of that division, or
- whether a candidate p-column may offer a larger net profit contribution than

the optimally weighted, previously proposed p-column of that division.

Summarizing, the central unit determines a sub-optimal solution given

partial information in terms of divisional plan proposals. From this solution,

the (shadow) price of the common resources can be deduced and hence the net

contribution to the company of each divisional plan proposal. Now the divi-

sions are asked if they have new plan proposals that can produce a larger net

profit contribution than the previously proposed plans. Based on the answers

of the divisions, the central unit concludes that its current solution cannot

be improved (so it is optimal), or that improvement of their solution is

possible by incorporatinQ (some of) the latest divisional proposals. The
information exchange plus improvement of the central unit solution will Ro on,

until the divisions do not propose better plans (in the sense just explained).

4.1.2. Information dispersal

So far, we have not specified precisely how the constant coefficients

of the model, i.e. a, A,, b,, B., c, (j - 1,...,n), are spread among divisions
J J J J

and central unit. This specification reflects the initial information disper-
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For the above procedure to work, it is necessary that each division knows its
own constraint set {xjl Bj xj ~ bj, xj ~ 0}, whereas the central unit knows
the amount of available common resources, the vector a. The knowledge of Aj
and cj can be located in various ways. Either a division or the central unit
has to know the cj of this division. The same holds with respect to the Aj. It
is allowed that:
(1) the divisions do not know the cj and Aj.
(2) the dívisions do not know their own cj.
(3) the divisions know their own cj and Aj.
Each of the three given rise to a different information exchange between
supremal and infimal level. Combinations of (1), (2) and (3), with appropriate
information flows between the levels, can also occur (e.~;. some divisions know
their cj; the others know their Aj, too).

4.1.3. Implementation of optimal plan

We have described how the Dantzig-Wolfe algorithm can be interpreted
as a planning procedure. Now the question is how to implement (i.e, execute)
the optimal plan. According to 3.1.4., we present two methods which can be
used by the central unit in order to direct divisions to actíons that are
optimal to the company as a whole, once the optimal plan is knawn.
In the first method, the central unit computes optimal x. (j - 1,...,n) and

J
orders the divisions to produce these quantities.
The second method leaves more autonomy to the divisions: they choose local
optímal x,~ subject to their local constraints and the allocation á, of common

J ~
resources. Assuming scarcity of these resources, some divisions cannot fully
utilize theír own capacity. The allocations a, (j - 1,...,n) as determined by

J
the central unit, are such that the resultinQ X1~ „~~Xn are globally optimal.

Note on the role of the shadow price for common resources:

Apart from an optimal production plan, beinQ some combination of
division proposals, a price n~pt for common resources comes out, under which
the divisions cannot propose better plans anymore. Now it would he an appeal-
ing property if this "termination price" could. direct all divisions to global-
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ly optimal actions. More specifically, if, finally, divisions solve (3.1.5)

with n~ equal to n~pt, is their local optimum also

matter of fact, divisional optima
Qlobally optimal? As a

always occur at a boundary point of the

divisional feasible region. On the other hand, the projection on a division's

feasible region of the global optímum will not necessarily be a divisional

boundary poínt (see also [11, pp. 162-163]). So divisions may choose optima

that do not correspond to the global optimum. An extensive discussion on this

remarkable feature can be found in [21.
AltoQether, the optimal dual multiplier n~pt will not induce every division to

choose and execute globally optimal x,, In other words, using nópt as the
J

final price for common resources does not coordinate the divisions in the

sense of directing them to actions which are optimal for the company as a

whole ([8, section 2.1, especially pp. 14-15]).

Mesarovic et al. (12, p. 252j note that it is the sequence of coordination

inputs (in our case the ~O of every iteration) that leads to optimality,

rather than one particular value of the coordination input (i.e. n~pt),

4.2. Benders

4.2.1. The Renders alQorithm seen as a planning procedure

First of all, it will be necessary to recall some economic espects of

the dual version of a linear programming problem.
Suppose the primal problem of interest is

Max c'x s.t. Ax ~ a, x~ 0.

The right-hand side vector a equals the amount of available production fac-

tors. The objective is to determine a production plan x with an as high as

possible contribution to profit, say c' x.
limited amount of production factors.

Here "as possible" refers to the

The sum of money c' x can be interpreted as the minimum valuation of the

production factors. If (e.g. by some kind of accident) the firm would loose

its production factors, then it would be profitable to re-buy them (and then

start production of X) if they would cost less than c' x.
This minimum valuation of the firm's "machinery" can be computed by solving
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the dual problem

Min u' b s.t. u' A~ c', u~ 0.

Now we proceed with Benders' algorithm. The blocks Bj xj ~ bj descri-
be the divisions' capacity constraints (say divisions "machinery"); the common
raws E Aj xj ~ a follow from the joint use of certain resources (say common
"raw materials").

In each iteration of the algorithm, we distinguish three steps:
(a) a supremal subproblem is solved;
(b) a set of infimal problems is solved;
(c) the optimality test is performed.

In step ( a), the central unit allocates the raw materials among the divisions.
This allocation ( al,...,an) follows from the solution of problem (2.7).
Step ( b) involves the divisions, each of them solving i ts own i nfimal problem
(2.4) or ( 2.5), with a~ equal to aj. From a dual point of view (i .e. solution
of (2.5)), the divisions determine the minimum valuation z, of their machinery

J
and the raw materials allocated to them.
If z, tends to -~ a, is apparently not feasible for the division. Now this

J ' J ..
division should identify and report an extreme ray along which zj approaches

-~. If zj is finite, division j sends zi plus an extreme point (up, v3)

where the minimum is attained, to the central unit. Here, u~ is the marginal
profitability of the current allocation aj. In both cases, the divisions
report dual information ("prices") as a response to quantity information
proposed by the central unit.

Central Unit

quantities 1 f prices

Division j

For a~ood understanding of the optimality test, performed by the central
unit, we dualize the master problem (compare with (3.3.2)):
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n P(j) R(j)
Min E{ E vp bj ~p f E v~

j-1 p-1 r-1

s.t.

bj ruj} f n' a

P( j) R( J) ..r r
E up ap - E u. U f n' - 0, j- 1,...,n

p-1 J

P( j)
E

p-1
ap - 1, j - 1,...,n

all ~p, u~ ~ 0.

In terms of the economic interpretation of dual linear programming problems as

Qiven in the beqinninQ of this section, it ís the center's objective to deter-

mine the minimum valuation of production factors. More specifically, the sum

of the valuation of the common raw materials (n'a) and of the valuation of
P( j)

each division's machinery ( E(vp) bi
p-1 .

mized. Solution of a restricted master

R( j)
~p f E(v~) bj u~) i s to be mini-

r-1
problem can be seen as searching for

this minimum without having complete knowledQe of feasible valuations of ma-

terials and machineries.
The optimality test checks:
- whether a valuation tending to -~ is present (i.e. zj --~). In that case,

the constraint corresponding to the reported extreme ray is to be added; the

region of known "feasible prices" of the dual master program is extended;

whether a valuation z. ~-~ by some division turns out to be smaller than
J

the central unit's current valuation Zj, Then the constraint zj ~ uj aj f

t vp b, is to be added. Again, the feasible region of the (restricted) dual
J J

master program is extended.
If each divisional valuation z, equals that of the central unit, the current

~
solution ( zl,...,zn, al,...,an) is optímal.

Summarizing, the central unit has incomplete information with respect
to the valuation of product factors. Based on the current knowledge, it tries

out an allocation of raw materials. The divisions are then asked to determine

the minimal valuation of their machinery- as combined with the current allo-

cation of raw materials. If each division's valuation is not smaller than

central unit's current valuation (i .e. z. - Z. ~ j- 1,...,n), then the central
J J~
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unit concludes that the most recent allocation i s optimal. Otherwíse, the
valuation and allocation as computed by the central unit (i.e. zl,..,zn,
ál,...,an) have to be adjusted. The information exchange plus re-allocation

of raw materials will go on, until the division's valuations are equal to
those of the central unit.

4.2.?.. Information dispersal

The constant coefficients of the model, i .e. a, Aj, bj, B~, cj (j -
1,...,n) should be spread in the follawing way among divisions and central

unit. From the formulation of the RMP, it follows that the central unit only
has to know quantity a(the maximum available amount of scarce common resourc-
es). Each division j has to know bj and Bj (so its own capacity constraints),

its cj (the unit profit contribution), and also its Aj (the claim on common

resources per unit xj).

4.2.3. Implementation of optimal plan

The Benders algorithm provides an optimal allocation al~~~~~an~ which,
if combined with each division's feasible region and objective function, leads
to divisional optima that are also optimal to the company as a whole. We
conclude that the optimal allocation a l~~~~~an can be applied as a coordina-
tion instrument, in the sense of directing divisions to globally optimal
actions.

4.3. Mixed approach

As illustrated in section 3.4, it is possible to decompose block-
angular linear programming problems such that some blocks are treated accord-
ing to Dantzig-Wolfe, while the others are treated according to Benders. We do
not find it reasonable to present the complete synthesis of sections 4.1 and
4.2, serving as an economic interpretation of mixed decomposition. Instead, we
will highlight the main lines of a planning procedure based on the mixed
approach.
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In each planning iteration:
- the Dantzig-Wolfe directed divisions face prices for common resources and

respond with quantities;
- the Benders directed divisions face allocations of the common resources and

respond with valuations of production factors;
- based on the information obtained from the divisions, the central unit

decides, if a new iteration is needed, with revised prices for 3nd alloca-
tions of the common resources, or if optimality has been achieved.

The optimal plan will be found in a finite number of iterations.
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5. Discussion

5.1. Decentralization

Organizational models resulting from decomposable linear programming
models are often seen as models for decentralized planning and decision-making

(e.g. fll, f2], [5], [6]). The term decentralizatíon needs some clarification.
Frequently, arrangements whereby the authority to make decisions is

delegated to lower levels in the organization are referred to as decentraliza-
tion. In terms of decomposition models, we may think of the central unit
leaving some decisions to managers of divisions, especially during the actual
execution of a global optimal plan.
For instance, consider the two implementation methods in the Dantzig-Wolfe
case (see section 3.1.4). The first method, where divisions simply produce the
quantities xj (j - 1,...,n) as computed by the central unit, is clearly more
centralized than the second method. It should be noted that both methods yield
the optimal solution value, which the central unit would have found if it had
known every division's feasible region thereby being able to solve the ori-
ginal problem.

With respect to the delegation of decision-making authority, Heal [10,
p. 72] adopts a useful three-way classification due to Ellman. We will des-
cribe this classification in the organizational context of this paper:
(a) Perfect centralization: the central unit makes all decisions.
(b) Perfect indirect centralization: the divisions make all decisions, but
these decisions lead to a result that is optimal from the central-unit point
of view, because the central unit has adequately influenced the objective
function and the constraints of each division.
(c) Perfect decentralization: the divisions make all decisions, that are
completely independent of the central unit's preferences.

We conclude that the two Dantzig-Wolfe implementation methods are
examples of (a) and (b), respectively. The Benders implementation method
(section 3.2.4) belongs to category (b).
Altogether, the implementation methods which are appropriate for the execution
of decomposition-based optimal plans, do not really have decentralization
characteristics.
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An essential aspect of decomposition as a planning device is the

notion that the central unit does not know the entire model as formulated by

problem (2.1). In particular, the coefficients of the B~ matrices, repcesent-

ing local information on divisional production possibilities, are net known to

the central unit. In section 4.1.2 and 4,2.2 various information c'.ispersals

were presented.
This observation leads to the second significance of decentralization,

r:amel.v the extent and degree to which information is "dispersed" among sub-

sectors of an interrelated system.

In an orQanization, informational decentralization is likely to occur as soon

as departments or divisions become somehaa independent. These sub-units need

not be hierarchically ordered.
The organizational models in this paper clearly exhibit decentrali-za-

tion of information, Furthermore, hierarchical ordering plays an essential

role hecause of the presence of a central unit which

- exchanges information with sub-units located on the second level, in order

to determine an optimal plan, and
- consequently, makes final decisions that should direct divisions to globally

optimal actions.

5.2, Multi-level decisions

The latter interpretation of decentrali~at'on is a Qo~d introduction

to a more general concept we are interested in, namely multi-level decisioi~-

makinQ,
According to Heal f10j, we define a multi-level planning procedure in the

followinQ way:
(1) There is a certain overall planninQ problem, to be broken into a number of

sub-problems relating to and delegated to the sub-units of the organization.

(2) The central unit and the other sub-units all are involved in calculating a

plan.
The first feature ís caused by the size of the problerl: ttie ~entral unit

cannot collect and handl.e all the relevant informatíon.

The second feature brings in the hierarchical element with ïnLer~etlon oeiweer?

levels, The interaction is a matter of inf~~rmation f]cw ~-. -:-~lt-r.~c~ ~iy r;;r
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decentralized location of relevant information.
A multi-level planning procedure has inevitably a coordination pro-

blem: the central unit has to determine criteria and parameters for the second

level sub-units, so that they choose actions which are globally optimal.
After the termination of the planning procedure, the obtained plan is

to be executed. Now the question arises, if some decisions can be delegated to
the lower level without disturbing overall optimality.

5.3. Evaluation of decomposition-based planning

The planning procedures resulting from the economic interpretation of
decomposition algorithms are clearly multi-level. On the other hand, they
adapt to very simple organizational structures. Important restrictions are:
(1) there exist only two hierarchical levels;
(2) there are informulation flows between the central unit and every division,
but not among the divisions (i.e. within a level);
(3) real-world planning always takes time and hence has a dynamic character,
whereas the iterations of the proposed procedures form a static process.

It is doubtful it these procedures can serve as practical planning
tools, or if firms can be reorganized in order to make a decomposition-based
procedure applicable.
These questions could be analysed if one has at hand representative testcases,
e.g. numerical experiments with data from existing companies with a similar,
simple structure. Results of this approach are not really encouragíng ( see [8,
chapter 6 or section 11.2, page 213]).

On the other hand, this study on organizational application of decom-
position methods is certainly a useful approach to the analysis of multi-level
decisions. It provides us with a rather simple conceptual framework, which
still exhibits essential ingredients of the multi-level problem setting,
especially the notion of decentralization, delegation and coordination.
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6. Bummary

We have presented a linear programming problem which can be seen as

the model of a divisionalized company.

The mathematical problem is not solved directly, but by the use of decomposi-

tion algorithms due to Dantzig-Wolfe and Benders, respectively. It was possi-

ble to combine them in a sense, thereby obtaining a mixed decomp~sition al-

~orithm.
The Dantzig-Wolfe method as well as the Benders method are economical-

ly interpreted in the context of the divisionalized company.

The first algorithm can be seen as a price-directive mechanism. In each itera-

tion the central unit calculates prices for scarce common resources, based on

(ever Qrowing) knowledge on divisional production capacities. Accounting for

these prices, divisions determine optimal production plans and their claim on

the common resources. In a finite number of plannin~ iterations, the central

unit knows the optimal plan.
Renders' alQorithm is a resource-directive mechanism. Each iteration starts

with an allocation of common resources. Divisions react with valuations of

both common resources and their own machinery. Again, optimality is guaranteed

in a finite number of planning iterations.
Of course, the mixed algorithm can also be interpreted. Briefly speaking, in

the mixed planning procedure some divisions are charged for using scarce

common resources, while others face allocations of these resources.
After the economic version of decomposition algorithms, we presented a

discussion, that started with two interpretations of decentralization. From

informal decentralization, we passed on to multi-level planning procedures.

Finally, the presented decomposition-based procedures were evaluated.
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